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Companies who haven’t made the move to email archiving are now facing several new quandaries.  One 
is whether to leverage Exchange’s built-in archiving or to defer archiving until after migrating to a newer 
version of Exchange.  Another is whether to abandon onsite email entirely and move to Microsoft Office 
365, where email is hosted and archiving is not an issue.   

Companies who choose to wait to archive should reconsider.   Implementing third party archiving in 
advance of a new Exchange implementation, or moving to Office 365, overcomes a number of limitations 
in Microsoft’s products.  For companies looking to wait on an archiving decision, or take advantage of 
Microsoft’s built-in tools, there are some serious matters to be considered.

Microsoft In-Place Archiving has Limitations

Microsoft’s built-in archiving falls short in several regards:

1. The archived data is still maintained in Exchange – in an archive mailbox vs. a live mailbox. This does 
not offset the Exchange load.   

2. Policies are designed to manage archive and retention of data versus managing the data per its 
business value – so they are not as granular and leave more in your Exchange environment.   

3. The user experience is broken because they must access archived email via a different mechanism than 
the inbox.    

Microsoft In-Place Archiving Doesn’t Address Capacity

Microsoft has not provided a seamless upgrade from Exchange 2003 to 2013 – IT must upgrade to 2010 
and then move to Exchange 2013.  The number of organizations on Exchange 2003 is steadily decreasing 
but many companies still face the challenges of this upgrade.

Beyond the multi-step upgrade is the challenge of migrating existing email data. Waiting to archive or 
archiving within Exchange will significantly increase the amount of data to migrate during upgrade.

Microsoft In-Place Archiving Doesn’t Simplify Upgrades

Microsoft has not provided a seamless upgrade from Exchange 2003 to 2013 – IT must upgrade to 2010 
and then move to Exchange 2013.  The number of organizations on Exchange 2003 is steadily decreasing 
but many companies still face the challenges of this upgrade.

Beyond the multi-step upgrade is the challenge of migrating existing email data. Waiting to archive or 
archiving within Exchange will significantly increase the amount of data to migrate during upgrade. 
Archiving data with a third party solution will greatly simplify the upgrade process, regardless of the path.
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Office 365:  The Headache Still belongs to the Organization

With Office 365, everything moves to a hosted environment, and archiving is not a requirement:  all email 
is “live” and users can find anything, anytime, anywhere. There are many other benefits to leveraging a 
hosted email service too, from infrastructure to cash flow and operating expense management.   However, 
there are two significant details that hosted providers like Microsoft aren’t going to tell you.

The first is that the environment is only part of the story – it is up to you to move everything into the 
environment.  Managing data volume via third party archiving is just as important with 365 as it is with an 
Exchange upgrade. And this ties into the next point … many Office 365 licenses are volume-dependent, 
with larger customers generally opting for volume-based licenses to control costs.   If you are one of these 
customers, you face the immediate task of limiting what you migrate into your Office 365 environment 
because Microsoft’s volume-based licenses increase fairly dramatically in price.  This is a challenging 
exercise, particularly because PSTs are involved.

Even if you choose a license with unlimited storage, don’t expect that option will be offered forever.  
Microsoft is paying for this environment and sooner or later they will pass along the costs to you.   Once 
this happens, you will face the mammoth task of cleaning out volume you don’t want to be paying for.

PST Files are a Separate but Related Challenge

Microsoft has been steadily de-emphasizing the use of PST files in its products.  With 2013, built-in archiving 
does not work on PST files, and with Office 365, PST files are not accessible by end users.  However, most 
companies still have them, meaning the data within these files needs to be ingested into Exchange in 
order to use Microsoft’s archiving tools. 

Ingesting all the PST data within an organization is expensive and time-consuming.   First, you will need to 
locate all these PST files, many of which are on desktops that are remote. Then, you will need to centralize 
them to ingest the data back into Exchange. As part of that process, you will need a destination storage 
site for all the discovered PST files, and upon migration of the data, your information store will increase 
substantially.  In many cases, the discovered PST files contain numerous email messages that are candidates 
for deletion, so there is no sense in migrating them only to delete them.

With Office 365, the scenario is the same for PST files as it is for using Microsoft’s built-in archiving but, 
because PST files are no longer accessible by end users, the data must be ingested and migrated into your 
new hosted email environment.  This will bloat the new environment with all manner of extraneous email 
that you will eventually have to pay for. 

Implementing Archiving Now Makes Future Choices Easier

Very simply, third party archiving solutions, like ArchiveOne, solve all these issues up-front, and will benefit 
any upgrade, migration or conversion project. 

First, an archiving implementation streamlines Exchange migration, and ensures that only business-
relevant data is maintained in Exchange.  All other data is either properly archived – for compliance or 
search – or disposed of.  ArchiveOne is policy-driven and spans inboxes, public folders and PST files and it 
allows you to manage email data per its business value.   

Second, older Exchange versions such as 2003 have fixed information store limits, which archiving 
addresses.  Capacity is a poor reason to undertake an Exchange migration. Manage capacity with a third 
party archiving tool and extend the life of your current implementation or simplify your upgrade process.

Third, once your messages are contained within an archive, you won’t be faced with the decision of how 
to migrate email data to a new environment.  You may need to upgrade an Exchange server several “hops” 
to get to Exchange 2013, but you won’t need to migrate older emails along with those upgrades, since 
they’re already part of your archive.   
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Fourth, you have more flexibility of choice once you’ve implemented archiving. You may wish to adopt a 
hybrid environment where you retain an on-premise Exchange server alongside  a cloud solution.

Finally, should you choose an entirely hosted email solution, you will only be migrating the messages you 
absolutely want and need to retain to this hosted environment.  Most information management vendors 
are focusing on where Microsoft will ultimately bring Office 365 (the underlying product has been rapidly 
evolving as it gains market adoption), so they will be providing cloud-specific archiving solutions well in 
advance of the demise of today’s limitless mailbox models, eliminating another uncertainty around your 
choices.

Bottom-line?  Implementing archiving before you make these Exchange and email decisions will make it 
easier to choose the right path and accomplish it with the least cost, the least user disruption, and the best 
outcome.


